
Seeking committed companies to join in our mission 
to cultivate a diverse, homegrown talent pipeline and 
inclusive work environment

Becoming A Pledge 
Company Guide
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Thank you for your interest in becoming a TechTown 
Pledge Company. We welcome dedicated, determined and 
engaged companies to work together to make meaningful 
change and cultivate a diverse, homegrown talent pipeline 
and inclusive work environment in order to build more 
profitable companies and a more equitable economy! 

Our TechTown community believes it is necessary to do 
more than just talk about the need for a more diverse tech 
sector. We believe collective action and accountability are 
required to address the underrepresentation of women and 
people of color in our industry. 

Therefore, we have a rigorous, yet straightforward, 
process to ensure all companies commit to and integrate 
the necessary requirements to meet our shared goals. 

This document outlines the commitments your organization 
need to make and the next steps you need to complete in 
order to become a TechTown Pledge Company. 

Quick overview: Why are you here? 

4 STEPS TO BE A 
PLEDGE COMPANY

Step 1: 
Complete the Interest Form

Step 2:  
Meet our commitment 
requirements
 
Step 3: 
Complete the Survey

Step 4: 
Make it Official

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
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The following outlines the specific steps we will 
take together to validate your company’s cultural 
performance and commitment to cultivate a diverse 
and inclusive work environment. This process is 
designed to be rigorous yet straightforward.   

QUESTIONS? 

Email techtown@prosperportland.us 
for assistance during this process.

STEP 1: COMPLETE THE INTEREST FORM 

STEP 2: MEET OUR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS

STEP 3: COMPLETE THE DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Tips to completing the survey on page 5

STEP 4: MAKE IT OFFICIAL
4A.  Attend Review or Orientation Session
4B.  Complete final paperwork/payment
4C. Commit to first blog post date

Detailed Steps

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY

mailto:techtown@prosperportland.us
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1

We have a long 
road ahead, but 
we are proud to 

be united to foster 
a more equitable 
and prosperous 

Portland.

STEP 2: Complete the Pledgee Commitment Form 2
In order to become an official pledge company we require that you complete 
and adhere to our Pledgee Commitments. 

The commitments are straightforward but require some time and internal 
discussions to complete. 

Please take the time to review these commitments and work with your team to 
develop your answers. Once you are ready, the online form should take 5-10 
minutes to complete. 

 � Commitment from your CEO, to meet with TechTown twice annually 
for two hours. 

 � Identify a primary lead(s) within your organization committed to 
attending TechTown activities/events/trainings and contributing to 
the Slack Channel.

 � Committed to meeting internally once a month to regroup about 
TechTown + your company’s efforts around Diversity & Inclusion (D&I). 

 � Committed to the Pledge & its 5 Actions. Your entire organization 
knows them and is committed to adhering to them.  
What is the Pledge? See page 7

 � Committed to the successful D&I attributes.  
Attributes of a Successful Inclusion Workplace Culture. Page 8

 � Committed to adopting D&I hiring programs. Your organization 
adopts at least one of the four endorsed hiring programs.   
TechTown’s Four Endorsed Hiring Programs. Page 10

 � Identify your organization’s place on Inclusion Spectrum.  
Find where you fall on the Inclusion Spectrum. Page 9

 � Identify 1 Key Performance Indicator (KPI) your company will track. 
To learn more about creating KPIs, see page 12-13

 � Committed to be an active member of the Pledge Community. 
Maintain a current Pledge Profile on TechTown website, updating 
company headcount and number of Portland-based employees. 
Complete the yearly survey. Contribute 1 blog post and case study 
per year. Contribute to the Slack Channel weekly.

 � Committed financially. The fee for new Pledge companies is $1,500. 

 � Committed to partnering with others on D&I efforts. List any 
partners you are currently working with.

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Meet Our Commitment Requirements

READY? 

Go to www.techtownportland.com/ 
commitment and complete the 
Pledgee Commitment form. 

http://www.techtownportland.com/commitment
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STEP 3: Complete the Survey

To become an official Pledge Company you need to have 70% of 
your employees complete the demographic survey. 

The survey is based on our Annual Pledge Survey. On average, 
it takes employees about two minutes to complete. The 
survey is intended to gather data about the perceptions and 
demographic makeup of your organization. The information 
contained herein is confidential.

You should have received your company specific survey URL via 
email. If you have not or are having trouble finding it, please 
email techtown@prosperportland.us.

CHECKLIST FOR SUCCESSFUL SURVEY
 � We encourage you to be the first to take it so you can 

see how straightforward it is.

 � Have your company leader share the survey link with 
all employees in an email. We provided sample email 
language to the right. 

 � Give your employees a specific day and time deadline to 
complete the survey.

 � Give your employees a short timeframe (3-5 days) to 
complete the survey. If necessary, you can always 
extend the deadline. 

 � Send a reminder email the day the survey closes to 
maximize results. 

 � Remind employees of this survey during an all-hands 
meeting.

 � Task team leads to remind employees individually to 
take the survey. 

 � Put a sign up at a highly visited spot in the office, like the 
coffee machine, to remind employees of the date and its 
importance. 

SAMPLE EMAIL LANGUAGE 

We are conducting a confidential 
online survey of employees to better 
understand our company’s workforce 
dynamics and the sense of belonging 
that exists.  
 
Our goal is to achieve 100% 
participation! The survey only takes 2 
minutes; please participate. Click on 
the link below and complete the survey 
before {INSERT DATE, INSERT SPECIFIC 
TIME}. 
 
 {SURVEY LINK} 
 

Your input is a critical part of our 
efforts to better understand our 
company and ensure it is a place 
where everyone feels they belong and 
can be successful. 

Thanks in advance.

3BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Complete the Demographic Survey

mailto:techtown@prosperportland.us


4A. Attend Review or Orientation Session
Once you complete the Pledgee Commitment Form and the Demographic 
Survey you will need to schedule a review meeting or orientation session with 
Prosper Portland. Your organization’s primary point of contact & CEO/Leader 
must attend this one-hour discussion with TechTown staff. After the meeting you 
may be asked to provide supporting documentation.  

To schedule, go to www.techtownportland.com/schedule or email  
techtown@prosperportland.us.

4B. Complete final paperwork/payment

4C. Commit to first blog post date

“I think the first step in change is making 
people uncomfortably aware of existing issues. 
The result has been steps toward more fair 
interviewing and hiring processes (which likely 
means a better experience for applicants), an 
increase in meaningful connections within the 
local tech community, and overall a higher 
level of awareness and intention from the 
participating companies.”
Erica Tafavoti, Planet Argon

STEP 4: Make it Official

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Make it Official 4

6

http://www.techtownportland.com/schedule
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WHAT IS THE PLEDGE? 

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Our Pledge & 5 Actions

The Portland Tech Diversity Pledge
Portland’s technology community has much to celebrate; however, when it comes 
to having an inclusive and diverse industry we must improve. Diversifying our 
workforce to include all from our community is the right thing to do, and the data  
shows it benefits us in terms of innovation, team functioning, and bottom line results.

The undersigned believe it is necessary to do more than just talk about the need 
for a more diverse tech sector. We believe collective action and accountability are 
required to address the underrepresentation of women and people of color in our 
industry. Given our industry’s history of tackling profound challenges, we believe 
we must tackle this challenge, too. Therefore, each of us has agreed to cultivate 
cultures of inclusion and create a plan for increasing diversity in our organizations.

The actions being taken by the participating pledge 
companies are:

1. Partner with groups in Portland that can assist with hiring and career 
advancement for underrepresented communities;

2. Create and implement strategies to increase hiring of women and 
people of color, from intern programs to full-time positions at all levels 
within our organizations;

3. Educate staff on unconscious workplace biases and implement specific 
actions designed to alleviate them;

4. Provide internal development and progression programs, and ensure 
underrepresented employees can access these programs; and

5. Share our collective data on the demographic representation within our 
offices in the Portland metro area of gender and race.

 

We will create community benchmarks and release our progress in an annual 
report. Our baseline information is available at Portland Diversity Tech Survey.

To achieve these actions we are partnering with Prosper Portland, Worksystems 
Inc., and the City of Portland. Through this partnership, we will develop tools to 
foster an increasingly diverse and inclusive workforce. The coalition of companies 
listed below is just a start, and we invite you to join us.

If we are successful, our efforts will create a needed pool of talent for our 
industry and establish Portland as a place where everyone can have a fruitful 
career in technology. We have a long road ahead, but we are proud to be united 
to foster a more equitable and prosperous Portland. 

MORE DETAILS

Go to www.techtownportland.com/
pledge to learn more about why and 
who has taken this pledge. 

To learn more about our progress 
towards these goals and actions visit 
www.techtown2017.herokuapp.com.

http://www.techtownportland.com/pledge
http://www.techtown2017.herokuapp.com


1. Mean what you say, say what you mean

2. Be critical and open to critique

3. Okay with being uncomfortable

4. Willing to change

5. Commit time & resources

6. Recognize D&I is harder path but worth it

ATTRIBUTES OF A SUCCESSFUL 
INCLUSIVE WORKPLACE CULTURE

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Workplace Culture

8

“Take time in the hiring process. I realize that we are 
growing fast and trying to hire fast, but sometimes it 
feels like we are trying to get people in the door too 
quickly. This can lead to difficulty in maintaining core 
cultural values and — per this discussion — inhibit the 
ability to increase workplace diversity.”
Survey Responce
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Inclusion Spectrum for Organizations
Self Reflection Exercise

EXCLUSIVE 
A Segregated Institution

Intentionally and publicly excludes/segregates by race or gender

PASSIVE 
A ‘Club’ Institution 

Tolerant of women & POC with “proper” perspective/credentials. 

“We don’t have a problem”

SYMBOLIC 
CHANGE 

 Multicultural Institution

Makes official policy pronouncements with an  
expanding view of diversity. 

Little/no change in culture, policies & decision-making.  
Lacks awareness of privilege. 

“Not those who make waves”

IDENTITY 
CHANGE 

An Antiracist Institution 

New awareness of privilege. Organizationally develops identity as 
institution taking active steps to address discrimination & inequity. 

However, institutional structures maintaining white  
privilege/power still intact.

STRUCTURAL 
CHANGE 

A Transforming Institution 

Deliberate restructuring based on antiracist identity. 

Diversity/inclusion becomes an institutionalized asset. 

FULLY 
INCLUSIVE 

Transformed Institution in Transformed Society 

Idealized state where organization and society have  
overcome gender discrimination and racism. 
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LaunchCode’s Apprenticeship model helps jobseekers 
enter the tech field by providing accessible training and 
job placement.

• Provides free courses teaching critical, high-demand 
tech skills 

• Matches employers and candidates based on skills, 
expertise and culture fit

• 90 day apprenticeship makes onboarding easy

• End result: A robust pipeline of diverse talent

COST MODEL

• Apprentices make $20/hr

• Employers pay $45/hour to LaunchCode,

• LaunchCode provides apprentices healthcare,  
401K, etc.

• Employers and candidates directly negotiate the  
full-time, permanent offer

THE ASK

Designate a portion of annual hires to new-to-tech talent, 
matched by LaunchCode

KEY PARTNERS

Nationally: Express Scripts, Boeing, Anheuser-Busch, 
MasterCard

Locally: In varying stages with AppNexus, Cozy, 
Lytics, Sunlight Supply, Jama, Planar, Insitu, Catalyte, 
ThinkShout and others.

CONTACT

Kari Fass Relations Manager
kfass@launchcode.org
509-432-9399

For less than the cost of one developer’s annual salary, 
you can install a diverse talent pipeline into your company 
that continually creates talent. FutureTECH creates 
partnerships with community partners, identifying 
individuals to go through training and enter the tech 
industry in technical roles.

1.  Create long term retention and career paths for your 
engineering team

2.  Stop paying recruiter fees and instead, invest in 
developing your own farm team of talent

3.  Stop the cycle of poaching senior talent from other 
companies and then having the same talent poached 
away from you, over and over again

COST MODEL

The commitment from an employer is $135k. This should 
yield around 10 Apprentices to interview. Companies will 
also need to pay the Apprentices $15/hour during the 
3-month apprenticeship.

THE ASK

Your first batch of talent would be ready to interview in 12 
months from start date.

KEY PARTNERS

Locally: Boys & Girls Club

CONTACT

Ryan Carson CEO, Treehouse 
ryan@teamtreehouse.com  
503-522-3748

LAUNCHCODE

FUTURE TECH

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Endorsed Hiring Programs

10
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Leverage TechTown PDX as an entity for outbound 
recruiting. A group of companies travel to other markets 
around the country to events targeting diverse talent. 
Individual companies recruit for their needs and 
collectively the group sells perspective candidates on 
Portland and Portland Tech.

COST MODEL

• Total Cost Estimate = $10,000

• Four (4) Events Planned for 2018 

• Costs do not include travel expenses. Costs will 
vary depending on event registration and number of 
TechTown companies attending

THE ASK

• Commit to program before end of 2017

• Commit to attend 2 or more events annually

• Participate in at least 1 virtual recruiting event via 
Brazen platform

• Be on taskforce to put together calendar of events 
(need 3-4 members)

• Ensure that selected events represent a talent  
pool of people of color, women and any other  
under-represented organizations

• Determine commitment guidelines

KEY PARTNERS

Locally: Prosper Portland

Nationally: College recruiting fairs, existing trade events 
targeting diverse populations in tech

CONTACT: 

Jared Wiener Software Industry Liaison  
wienerj@prosperportland.us 
503-823-1034  
 
Tanya Webb Head of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
tanya@puppet.com

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Endorsed hiring programs

The Emerging Leaders Internship (ELI) Program matches 
underrepresented college students—first- generation 
students, low- income students, and students of color—with 
paid internships at top Portland companies.

Shape your company’s future leaders. 

Find talent— and a better future—among our driven, highly 
qualified interns.

COST MODEL

$1,000 placement fee. Pay a living wage ($15 an hour or 
more) during the internship [3 or more months)

THE ASK

• Apply online: http://emergingleadersinternship.org

• Interview and hire interns

• Ask leaders to mentor intern(s) and build pathways to 
leadership

KEY PARTNERS

Locally: eROI, Portland Leadership Foundation, 
Worksystems Inc., Zapproved, AWS Elemental, Prosper 
Portland, ThinkShout, and many more!

CONTACT: 

Cinthia Manuel Director of Internships  
Portland Leadership Foundation  
cinthia.manuel@portlandleadership.org  
503-484-5265

EMERGING LEADERS INTERNSHIP

COLLABORATIVE SOURCING

11
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Many companies struggle with effectively measuring outcomes of diversity initiatives. The challenge 
in this stems from determining what metrics should be tracked and what measurements will produce 
valuable and relevant information. Diversity metrics need to be aligned with key organizational values 
and goals. This guide will help you setup a process and choose indicators appropriate for your company.

BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Measuring Diversity & Inclusion in the Workplace

STEPS FOR BUILDING A MEASUREMENT PROCESS1 

1. Define the objective of the effort. 

2. Select an appropriate mix of process, outcome and 
feedback measures. 

3. Choose both short-term and long-term indicators. 

4. Evaluate the cost/benefit of proposed measures. 

5. Integrate selected measures into existing 
measurement systems. 

6. Create baseline measurement. 

7. Implement desired policies and practices. 

8. Measure progress (monthly is best, quarterly is 
acceptable). 

9. Review the process, outcome and feedback measures.

Goals should be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 
Realistic and Time Scaled). Additionally it’s better to have 
fewer metrics and be transparent on limitations and report 
results, then having many metrics and not doing so.

1. (Based (with modification) on Susan Funk, President, The Diversity Difference, cited in A Framework for Building Organizational Inclusion, The Workplace 
Diversity Network; A Joint Project of the National Conference for Community & Justice and Cornell University ILR

INDICATORS OF DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

A Key Performance Indicator is a quantifiable & 
measurable value that demonstrates how effectively 
a company is achieving key business objectives. 
Organizations use KPIs to evaluate their success at reaching 
targets, but a KPI is only as valuable as the action it inspires. 
Too often, organizations blindly implement KPIs and then 
wonder why that KPI doesn’t reflect their own business goals 
and fails to produce any meaningful change. Use effective 
KPIs to help determine the progression overtime for diversity 
& inclusion efforts.

ESTABLISHING WORKPLACE KPIs

Workplace 
KPIs

RETENTION  & 
ADVANCEMENT

CULTURE 
METRICS

EXTERNAL 
AWARENESS

RECRUITMENT

EMPLOYEE 
TRAINING
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BECOMING A PLEDGE COMPANY
Measuring Diversity & Inclusion in the Workplace

RECRUITMENT

 � Increase of diverse hiring practices & outreach efforts.

 � Increase # of people from underrepresented group 
interviewed per position.

 � Decrease in pay disparities between individuals with 
the same job title.

 � “Time to fill” – Average amount of time needed to 
fill a position. - Over time are the number of diverse 
applicants increasing for open positions? Is the time to 
fill decreasing over time? What does the increase time 
cost your organization?

EMPLOYEE TRAINING

 � Percent of employees that have participated in equity 
training.*

 � Learning and Development (L&D) Investment per 
Employee.

 � Knowledge achieved with training - determined by 
creating exam and monitoring exam pass rate percent, 
average score percent. You could also conduct a  
pre-test then post-test to see what was learned.

EXTERNAL AWARENESS

 � More positive responses on exit interviews.

 � Fewer discrimination complaints/aggressive incidents 
by employees and government agencies.

 � Total employee volunteer hours.

 � Higher ranking of the organization in terms of best 
places to work.

 � Diversity of Clientele. Is your customers as diverse as 
you want your company to be?

BRIEF LIST OF POSSIBLE KPIs

CULTURE METRICS

 � Percentage of minorities.*

 � Gender ratio.*

 � Increase in minority representation.

 � Employee satisfaction surveys.

 � Improvements in productivity, More innovation and 
creativity. (Such as patents granted per capita.)

 � Increased representation of minorities at different levels 
of firm.

 � Improved job satisfaction, or inclusion score.*

 � “Glass Ceiling: The ratio of the % of minorities in 
management to the % of minorities in the workforce. A 
value of 1 indicates a disparity in representation at the 
management level compared with that for the workforce 
as a whole. A value less than 1 indicates that a minority 
representation is lower in management than in the 
workforce as a whole. A value greater than 1 indicates 
that a minority representation is higher in management 
than in workforce as a whole.

RETENTION & ADVANCEMENT

 � Increased career development over time for 
underrepresented group members.

 � Employee Turnover Rate.

 � Increased hiring & retention of underrepresented 
employees.

 � Rate and time of promotions - Do minority groups have to 
“count more wins” than everyone else to get promoted?

 � Use of bridge positions for lower level employees to 
bridge to professional positions.

* Provided by TechTown PDX



For any questions or concerns during this Pledge 
process please contact Jared at Prosper Portland:
techtown@prosperportland.us 
503.823.1034

Thank you!

mailto:techtown@prosperportland.us



